Tuesday, December 16, 2014

10:28 AM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ...
12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ... Dash Cams with mic +
speakers so the cops can see, hear, talk to you!! Verizon Cell
Towers put into Low Orbit Satellites will give us and them cell
coverage everywhere on Earth...
iPhone007 built into the MacBook Pro - Pre-loaded with
1,001 Invention Projects with links to click on... Full NY Times
Paris Gas Cars Story at the end of todays 12-16-14 web below!
Remember when you read this everyone in it, Mayor
President of France are 1984 II Numb Nut Dictators with
$777 Trillion in Swiss Banks. Kick backs and bribes from BP
Oil and Total Oil the French Gov. Owned Oil Company! NY
Times has no MD women to write about the 155 Story Yale
Paris Medical School or the Yale Key West Medical School
Godsends! via ElectricWindmillFord Escort...
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Paris Gas Stations hold ups by African Men gave French
women 200 stitches you would never know about if I didn't
write about it here!!
12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ... Paris 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat...
155 Story Yale Paris Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower
Structure collides with French Men Addicted to $777 Trillion
in African Oil Money, their Godsend spent on SWF sex slaves,
drugs, fine wines... not 155 Story Yale Paris Medical School
built on an Eiffel Tower Structure were the medical students
are paid a salary more than cadets at West Point USA.
12-16-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... A plan to limit cars in
Paris collides with French politics. When the mayor here
detailed plans to ban diesel and other vehicles from the
center of Paris by 2020, she framed the measures as a public
health imperative in a country that has grown increasingly
worried about the quality of its air
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worried about the quality of its air
12-16-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... JUMP START for Christmas
2014!!!! Christmas Godsend of the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord
Escort ... "The Taliban Massacres Students in Pakistan"
'Female Presence in the Church Is Needed' Dr Pope a women
and Gods best invention!! Female MD's are needed to replace
our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators who have syphilis in the
brain. "Out of Africa" French Oil $ movie... 52 Nearest Stars
for Christmas 2014. Billions of Pakistan men get 72 Virgins
each for Christmas. Only way to win out over 72 Virgins is
have the CIA hackers confiscate their $777 Trillion. 72
Virgins might not want them poor. Working 16 hour days on
the Ford assembly line... 24/7 Christmas Day 2014 work for
Greg + Mary brainstorming Stage 4 Rx Cure. Hunger Games,
Stage 4 women at Christmas this year are starving for
Comcast NBC Dr. Nancy's 24/7 coverage of our
"Brainstorming Dialog" with clips from Dr. Nancy!!
iPhone007 Spy + will scan all callers for STD's + sex with kids,
number of sex partners...

Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1980 was the Godsent
ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
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ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ... Israel's Arrow 3 missile shield
fails interception test: sources AND STAGE 4 Breast Cancer in
Israeli Women since Israel was born... brain dead to cancers
+ diseases!

12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ... Taliban gunmen stormed a
military-run school in the northwestern Pakistani city of
Peshawar on Tuesday, killing 126 people, officials said, in
the worst attack to hit the country in years. Pakistan spent
$10 Trillion of the $777 Trillion on new Nukes for Christmas
2014 and the NY Times had to kill this story from the front
page.
12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ... PENNSBURG, Pa. (AP) - A
woman who told neighbors she feared her ex-husband would
kill her was among six people found fatally shot in three
suburban Philadelphia homes, and her Marine veteran
former husband was on the run...

12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ... Deputies, police and federal
agents allegedly found 10 kilograms of cocaine, 7.5 grams of
crack cocaine, two pounds of marijuana, about 2,100 Xanax
pills, about 1,300 oxycodone pills, more than $250,000 in
cash, and 700 short lobster tails when they raided the
property on 6th Street, as well as a shed off Maloney Avenue
and a commercial fishing boat, according to government
reports. The courtroom was full of family and supporters,
including Stock Island Lobster Co. owner Peter Bacle, who
told Martinez that Soca Jr. was one of the hardest working
fishermen on his docks, that he views him as a son, and that
Soca Jr. will have a job when he is released from prison.
12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ... Dash Cams with mic +
speakers so the cops can see, hear, talk to you!!
12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
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12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ...

PARIS — When the mayor here detailed plans to ban diesel
and other vehicles from the center of Paris by 2020, she
framed the measures as a public health imperative in a
country that has grown increasingly worried about the
quality of its air.

But if passed by the City Council after debate in February,
the proposals could also bring about what few other big
cities have been able to accomplish: keeping a large portion
of vehicles out of parts of the city center.

The measures would be among the most far-reaching in
Europe for reeling in the harmful particulates from diesel
fuel and high-emission vehicles that burden its cities — and
would go far toward curtailing the use of cars in Paris’s
glittering center, where heavy traffic is often the price paid
to view the elegant Palais Garnier opera house, cruise the
Champs-Élysées or merely get to work.

Yet even as the proposals were praised by public health
officials, they raised questions about whether the Socialist
mayor, Anne Hidalgo, is catering to the interests of elite city
dwellers who dislike traffic over the needs of lower-income
Parisians — people who live on the edges of the city and
whose cars probably would not pass stricter environmental
controls.
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“The language chosen by the mayor of Paris to talk about
her antipollution plans has the air of being more of a war
against automobile owners rather than an ecological battle
for the capital,” wrote Le Figaro, a right-leaning newspaper.

Daniel Quéro, president of 40 millions d’automobilistes, a
group representing car owners that claims more than
320,000 members throughout France, questioned Ms.
Hidalgo’s socialist credentials.

“What is the barman who lives on the far outskirts of Paris
supposed to do when he needs to get to his work late at
night?” he asked. “Ms. Hidalgo’s proposal is that of a
Champagne socialist who is far removed from concerns of
everyday people.”

The reaction to the proposals, made public earlier this
month in the Journal du Dimanche, is another indication
of how difficult it is to keep cars out of the world’s big cities,
even as pressure grows to reduce the use of fossil fuels and
their climate-changing carbon emissions, and relieve the
air pollution that is a growing health menace.

Though Paris, famed for its beauty, may seem quite different
from pollution-choked Mumbai or Beijing, it shares their
concerns about the health risks posed by particles released by
burning diesel fuel, which have been linked to a range of
health disorders, including lung disease and heart attacks.
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health disorders, including lung disease and heart attacks.

Paris in smog

In a move to reduce smog in Paris, police are fining cars
with even-numbered license plates, with the exemptions of
hybrid vehicles. Gavino Garay reports. Publish Date March
17, 2014. Photo by Reuters. The city has already had its share
of alarming pollution peaks, including one last March,
when pollution was so severe that the city offered free rides
on subways and buses for three days to help clear the air
amid public health concerns, particularly for the elderly,
pregnant women, young children and those with respiratory
ailments.

The World Health Organization has said that diesel exhaust
causes lung cancer, and some experts say it is more
carcinogenic than secondhand smoke. A 2005 European
Commission study cited by City Hall said an estimated
40,000 people in France die prematurely from fine particle
air pollution each year.

France has one of the highest concentrations of diesel cars
in Europe, where they have been popular because of their
high fuel efficiency. According to the European Automobile
Manufacturers Association, 53.3 percent of new car
registrations in Western Europe in 2013 involved diesel
power.
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In the United States — where diesel costs more than gasoline
and has not been widely available, and where diesel cars
are more expensive — the greater air-quality concern has
been coal-burning power plants. According to the AAA, nine
million passenger vehicles run on diesel fuel in the United
States, about 3.5 percent of the overall fleet of 255 million.

Under the Paris proposals, only vehicles with low-particulate
emissions would be allowed on some of the capital’s main
boulevards, while large areas in the city center would be off
limits to vehicles other than local residents’ cars, taxis,
buses, emergency or delivery vehicles; trucks and tourist
buses would be restricted in some areas.

“I want diesel cars out of Paris by 2020,” Ms. Hidalgo said,
though later her aides said the proposal targets any vehicles
with high particle emissions or other high-polluting exhaust.

In London, which has congestion charges aimed at
reducing traffic in the city center, the office of Mayor Boris
Johnson said it planned to introduce a low emission zone in
the center, to take effect in 2020, where high-polluting diesel
vehicles — and other environmentally unfriendly vans and
motorbikes — would be charged 12.50 pounds a day.
However, environmental campaigners have been pressing for
an outright ban on diesel cars, and they say Paris could
provide a spur.
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Wendy Mead, chairwoman of the environment committee on
the City of London Corporation, the local authority
supervising the city’s financial district, called the proposed
Paris diesel ban “an encouraging move.”

Christophe Najdovski, Paris’s deputy mayor in charge of
transport and a member of the Green Party, said the health
threat posed by air pollution affected all Parisians, and he
rejected criticism that the measures were elitist. The city, he
noted, recently voted to slash the price of monthly transit
passes for zones outside the city as an incentive for those
living outside the center to leave their cars at home. The
rapid transit system, however, does not operate 24 hours a
day.

According to a poll this month by Ifop, a leading polling
institute, 54 percent of residents in the greater Paris area
support banning diesel cars in the capital.

During a peak last December, the air pollution in Paris was
so dense that breathing its air was akin to inhaling
secondhand smoke in a 20-square-meter room in which
eight smokers were puffing cigarettes, Mr. Najdovski said,
citing a study from the National Center for Scientific
Research and Airparif, an organization that monitors air
quality in Paris.

“We don’t want to have pollution like a city in China — we
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“We don’t want to have pollution like a city in China — we
are Paris,” he said.

The latest plans are part of a continuing effort by local
authorities to make Paris more pedestrian friendly by
reducing the number of cars. Already, electric cars and
recharging stations pepper the city.

The city’s popular Vélib bicycle rental program, through
which residents can rent a sturdy bicycle from hundreds of
public stations, is popular and a forerunner to bike-sharing
programs in New York and other cities.

Benoît Hartmann, a spokesman for France Nature
Environnement, an environmental defense group that
supports Ms. Hidalgo’s plan, noted that such transportation
alternatives were available for everyone. “This isn’t an elitist
measure reserved for the rich,” he said.

Nevertheless, opponents of the diesel car ban say it smacks of
hypocrisy given that, until recently, policy makers in France
and across Europe were extolling diesel cars as cleaner and
more fuel efficient compared with gas-guzzling vehicles,
emitting less carbon dioxide per kilometer. The promotion of
diesel fuel has been especially notable in France, where it is
less expensive than unleaded gas.

Stephen Joseph, chief executive of the Campaign for Better
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Stephen Joseph, chief executive of the Campaign for Better
Transport in London, an environmental group, said that
governments across Europe had helped create a generation
of hazardous cars and were now being forced into an
urgent about-face. “The science on the effects of air pollution
on health, and in particular the hazards posed by diesel
cars, is hardening up,” he said.

Aurelien Breeden contributed reporting

12-15-14 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort "Looking for Mr.
Goodbar" World Wide to win the "War on Breast Cancer" in
1981... now again looking for Dr. GoodWoman to "Win the
War on Breast Cancer" for Christmas 2015. Greg + Mary need
this pardon from our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators World
Wide, grin. We also need CERN, Los Alamos, Sandia Labs,
Berkeley Labs, 100 Million Apple MacBook Pro's with built in
iPhone 007 + to get the Miracle Rx Cure to include Stage 4 by
2015 Christmas.
Homeland Security is not going to scan for STD's or 10 mm
cancer tumors! Kids with Mom firing 50 caliber rifles and
machine guns paid for by GE. iPhone007 Spy + will scan all
calls for STD's + sex with kids.
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Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1980 was the Godsent
ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN here will restart
for its second 3-year run in March 2015 that will see the
world's most powerful particle accelerator double its
collisional energy.
12-15-14 Mary B... "Looking for Mr. Goodbar" Marry the right
person in a 1984 II Society when wives are killed on
Christmas Day by troops coming home from "Oil Money Wars"
Iraq. And this news is suppressed by the NY Times! Killing of
26 Children at Sandy Hook, 26 Children at Saint Jude from
Poison Gas Exhaust. Hell 26 Cops killed in fiery cop car
crashes. Even Hunger Games "Girl On Fire" mocked President
Snow USA. Hunger Games "Coal" mocks. NY Times new about
"Coal" need to reach the atoms like the story below about
atoms!

12-15-14 ... seem insurmountable; fiery cop car crashes in
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12-15-14 ... seem insurmountable; fiery cop car crashes in
Paris + Moscow because of $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenue.
Yale Grads or West Point Grads face war crimes, cop killers!
We know what they did for the Money!
12-15-14 Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook... ...looking
to others to fix the problem... JFK Carrier Groups will kill
another 26 children in the next decade as Caroline Kennedy
Christens the JFK Carrier!
12-15-14 Homeland Security is not going to scan for STD's or
10 mm cancer tumors! Kids with Mom firing 50 caliber rifles
and machine guns paid for by GE.
12-15-14 Sandy Hook Newtown , CT "Looking for Mr.
Goodbar" Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook!!

12-15-14 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort "Looking for Mr.
Goodbar" to Escort Women + Children in a 1984 II Society
that is ruled by Mafia of Warriors like Cheney.
12-15-14 Cheney would torture... Children via one specific
amino acid present in the fetal-type, but not in adult
organisms, contributes enormously to the action of
acetylcholine and choline, to generate a greater potency. It
was further studied through computer simulations done by
the Center for Computational Research, UB's Supercomputing
center. The research is relevant to a birth-related genetic
disease: the multiple pterygium syndrome (also known as
Escobar syndrome) in which one of the essential subunits
unique to the fetal-type AChR, malfunctions.
12-15-14 Cheney would torture... Children via... Since the
transition of fetal-adult AChR is critical for synapse
formation, the study also will enhance understanding of
how cells communicate with one another during
development...
12-15-14 Cheney would torture... Children then kill them
with birth defects and cancers from $777 Trillion he and
bush gave to Mecca.
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bush gave to Mecca.

12-15-14 Cheney would torture... Cheney, Bush, McCain,
Kerry did kill the 26 kids at Sandy Hook by suppressing the
1980 ElectricwindmillFord Escort. Kerry did kill more than
26 women + children in Vietnam. Dr. Kerry would never have
gone to Vietnam to kill so many people. Kerry couldn't get
into Yale Med School. Same for Bush + Bush. Yale Med School
will take over the Campus of Yale after the coup to build a
155 Story New Haven Med School built on a Eiffel Tower
Structure.

12-15-14 Cheney would torture... Cheney, Bush, McCain,
Kerry did kill everyone on 9/11 then refused to build a Yale
Freedom Towers Medical School at Ground Zero. But Cheney
took a elite state of the art Heart Transplant only the 1984 II
Numb Nuts Dictator win!!

12-15-14 Movie Diane Keaton "Looking for Mr. Goodbar"
Movie "Looking for Dr. GoodWoman MD" will be made by Sony
after the 4 MD Wives Coup. Diane Keaton will narrate us
through 19K killings of SWF by drunk men since she made
Looking for Mr. Goodbar decades ago. Save her life... finally!!
Dash Cam, Living room cam, spy cams finally!!
12-15-14 "Looking for Mr. Goodbar" in our 1984 II HQ at
Christmas 2014...

12-15-14 Sandy Hook Newtown , CT "Looking for Mr.
Goodbar" Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook!!

12-15-14 Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook...
Elementary School shooting, which left 26 adults and
children dead in Newtown, CT
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children dead in Newtown, CT
12-15-14 Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook... Sunday’s
80-minute service was organized by the Gun Violence
Prevention Center of Utah.
12-15-14 Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook... It featured
speeches by several of Utah’s religious leaders, who addressed
the group, while photos of gun violence victims were
continuously displayed on two giant screens on either side of
the pulpit.
12-15-14 Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook... ...looking
to others to fix the problem...
12-15-14 Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook... " ‘God’s
gotta do something,’ Yale Medical School did study the issue
for 2 years now without a public 1984 II Rx Cure because the
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator reject a cure just like they reject
a Overnight Rx Cure for Breast Caner + 19K SWF killed by
drunk men in 2014. Homeland Security is not going to scan
for STD's or 10 mm cancer tumors!

12-15-14 Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook... ...next
year we don’t have to light more candles...

12-14-14 Gravity Bombs... "Senate passed a $1.1 trillion
spending bill for the "New Manhattan Project for the
Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure of Breast Cancer" Will Dr.
Nancy say Yes to this Legal Polygamous Marriage to Share
the Nobel for the Cure? Yes the Senate made Polygamous
Marriage Legal if your are working 24/7 on a "Cure" with
1984 II cameras watching and recording all your internet
research sessions.

12-14-14 Gravity Bombs... Star Travel to the 52 nearest
Stars... "Exodus's Moral Challenge for Jews" Gravity Bombs
secret weapon not the Gravity Engine to blast off to the
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secret weapon not the Gravity Engine to blast off to the
nearest 52 Stars to check up on Gods work in the
neighborhood, grin!

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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